These books have all been selected from the National Year of Reading Our Story Collection.

Each book has been chosen because the story and writing describe the lifestyle or landscape of an Australian state or territory.

To find out more about the Our Story Collection or to join the nation wide Our Story book club, visit http://www.love2read.org.au/our-story.cfm.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Bereft - Chris Womersley (SF)
The Harp in the South Novels - Ruth Park
The Idea of Home - John Hughes
Lilian's Story - Kate Grenville (SF)
Sydney Harbour - Ian Hoskins (994.4 HOS)
Torn Apart - Peter Corris

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Far Country - Alan Powell (994.29 POW)
Listening to Country - Ros Moriarty (305.89 MOR)
Territory - Judy Nunn
The Red HighWay - Nicolas Rothwell (919.42 ROT)
The Shadow's Edge - Alan Powell
The Sound of the Sky - Daena Murray

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
Hit List- Jack Heath
Smoke and Mirrors - Kel Robertson (SF)
The Fog Garden - Marion Halligan (SF)
The Lake Woman - Alan Gould
The White Tower - Dorothy Johnston (SF)
Vincenzo’s Garden - John Clanchy

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Adelaide - Kerryn Goldsworthy (994.23 GOL)
Prohibited Zone - Alastair Sarre (SF)
The River Kings - Max Fatchen
The Never Boys - Scott Monk
Three Dog Night - Peter Goldsworthy (SF)
Time's Long Ruin - Stephen Orr (SF)

QUEENSLAND
Affection - Ian Townsend
Brisbane - Matthew Condon (994.31 CON)
House on the Hill - Estelle Pinney
Journey to the Stone Country - Alex Miller (SF)
The Tall Man - Chloe Hooper (364.34 Hoo)
The White Earth - Andrew McGahan (SF)

VICTORIA
Bearbrass - Robyn Annear (994.5 ANN)
Radical Melbourne - Jeff Sparrow (994.5 SPA)
The Comfort of Water - Maya Ward (920.72 WAR)
Unpolished Gem - Alice Pung (920.72 PUN)
Well Done, Those Men - B Heard (920.71 HEA)